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ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
OF SOLUTIONS OF MÖBIUS EQUATIONS
XINGWANG XU
Abstract. A generalization of the Schwarzian derivative to conformai mappings of Riemannian manifolds has naturally introduced the corresponding
overdetermined differential equation which we call the Möbius equation. We
are interested in study of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the
Möbius equation. Among other things, we show that, for a compact manifold, if Ricci curvature is nonpositive, for a complete noncompact manifold,
if the scalar curvature is a positive constant, then the differential equation has
only constant solutions. We also study the nonhomogeneous equation in an
«-dimensional Euclidean space.

1. Introduction
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian «-manifold with Riemannian metric g. Let V
denote the Riemannian connection for g. For a smooth function </>:M -> R,
we follow Osgood and Stowe [11] and define

(1)

B((f>)
= Bg(<i>):=He:ss(cf))-d4>®dcl>-^{A(t>-\\gxad<l>\\2}g,

where Hess(</>)is the Hessian of (¡>. Thus, for any pair of vector fields X, Y
on M,

B(4>)(X,Y) = X(Y<t>)
- (VXY)4>
- (X4>)Ycf>
- ^{A<f>
- || grad</»||2}(X,
Y).
The operator B(4>) is a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor field and the final term has
been chosen so that the trace, with respect to g, vanishes. We are interested
in studying the differential equation B(4>) = h for a given symmetric tracefree (0, 2) tensor field on a general Riemannian manifold. We will call an
equation B(<f>)= h a Möbius equation. This differential equation has its roots
in differential geometry. Assume g* arises as the pullback of a Riemannian
metric by a conformai transformation / of (M, g) onto (M1, g') and let
4>= log \\df\\. Then g* = e2(t>g,and we define the Schwarzian tensor of / to

be

S(f) = Sg(f):=Bg(<t>).
If /: (M, g) -> (M', g') is a conformai transformation with S(f) = 0, then
we say that / is a Möbius transformation. When (M, g) = (M', g'), the
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Möbius transformations form a group, denoted J£óo (M), which is unchanged
by a Möbius change of metric. The homothety group, Hty(M), is the group
of those conformai transformations / of (M, g) such that </>= log||i//|| is
constant. Hty(M) is a subgroup of the conformai group Conf(Af) [11].
Observe from the above formula that if / is an analytic function, f'(z)^0,
then S(f) = 0 if and only if S(/) = 0 if and only if / is a Möbius transformation in the usual sense. And it is well known that all of the Möbius
transformations of S2 are conformai mappings of S2 into itself. By Theorem 3.2 [11] and the well-known Liouville theorem, it is also true for higher
dimensional spheres and Euclidean spaces.
Note also that one of the classic theorems about Schwarzian derivative says
that, for suitable transformation function h , S(f) = h has a solution unique
up to Möbius transformation on S2. It is easy to see that for manifolds of
dimension two, the differential system B(4>)= h is a determined system, if the
dimension of the manifold is bigger than two, this system is overdetermined
and as a differential equation, it does not have fixed type, so it is very difficult
to handle. Our first step to deal with this problem is try to classify the solutions

of B(<f>)
= 0.
In the special case, when h = 0, <j>is induced by conformai transformation, classifying the solutions of B(<¡>)= 0 gives the classification of Möbius
transformation on any complete Riemannian manifold. That is, by Osgood and
Stowe's work, the existence of a nonconstant solution to the Möbius equation
B(<t>)= 0 (actually, to a related linear equation) is directly tied to warped product structures. Then we are able to classify the complete, connected manifolds
admitting a nonhomothetic Möbius metric and to obtain a list of the complete
Einstein manifolds which admit a nonhomothetic conformai Einstein metric.
In fact, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.3 of [11] show us that if M is Einstein
manifold with dim M > 2, then ^f ob (M) = Conf(A/). Also if M is a complete manifold and dim M > 1, then one of the following is valid [11, Theorem

6.1 or §2],
1. Jtob{M) = Hty(M),
2. Jiöo (M) contains Hty(M) as a subgroup of index two, or

3. M is isometric to a sphere.
The only instances of 2. are certain warped products Rxf^M
or Sphere(/)
in which /"//
is not constant.
All those results strongly suggest that B(q>) = 0 only has constant solutions.
It would be very interesting to see in fact that this indeed happens. In order to
see this, first we look at the compact case. We have the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let M be an oriented compact Riemannian n-manifold without
boundary with n > 2. If the Ricci curvature of M is nonpositive, or the scalar
curvature of M is constant, then all the solutions of B(<p) = 0 are constants
unless (M, g0) is standard sphere.

As an application of Theorem 1.1, we prove the following
Theorem 1.2. Any compact, oriented n-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary with n > 2 has a complete Riemannian metric g such that

Jtöb(M,g)

= Hty(M,g).

For noncompact complete Riemannian manifolds, life is more complicated.
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Both the homogeneous and the nonhomogeneous equations are hard to handle.
First, we restrict our attention to warped product spaces as is suggested by
Osgood and Stowe's work. We obtain that if M —R Xf M0 and M has positive
constant scalar curvature, then B(cp) = 0 has only the constant solution. Then
we prove the following.

Theorem 1.3. Let M be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold without
boundary. If the scalar curvature of M is some positive constant, then B(cp)= 0
has only the constant solutions.
Finally we consider the nonhomogeneous case. If M is an arbitrary complete
Riemannian manifold, we do not know what we should expect. So, we confine
our attention to Rn . We know that B((f>)= 0 has a lot of nonconstant solutions
and, for a suitable tensor field h which is symmetric and trace-free, B(<j>)= h
has no solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section will be used to simply
recall some facts about the Möbius equation from the paper of Osgood and
Stowe. Then in §§3 and 4, we are going to prove our first main result. As
an application of this and Guo and Yau's result, we proved that any compact

oriented three-dimensional manifold has a complete Riemannian metric such
that the Möbius group of M with respect to this metric is the same as the
homothety group of M with respect to the same metric. In §4, we will use
conformai geometric methods to show the rest of our first main result. As
a special case we proved that / is a Möbius transformation on M which
has constant scalar curvature, the conformai factor u is a constant function.
Finally, combining this result and one of Aubin's theorems gives the proof of
our second theorem.

The warped product space case will be treated in §5. In the final section we
will cover the nonhomogeneous case on Rn . For the simplest possible h, we
give a necessary and sufficient condition for B(cf>)—h to have a solution.
Part of this paper is taken from my Ph.D. thesis at the University of Connecticut. I would like to take this opportunity to express my special thanks to
my thesis advisor, William Abikoff.
2. The generalized
Schwarzian derivatives
and some of its properties
Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension > 2 with metric g = ( , )
and let V denote the Riemannian connection for g. For a smooth function
q>: M —>R, we define

(2)

B(<p)= Bg(tp):= Hess(<p)-dtp® dtp- -(Ac» - \Vq>\2)g

where Hess(^) is the Hessian of cp. Thus for vector fields X, Y on M,

B(tp)(X, Y) = X(Y<p)- (VxY)<p- x<pY<p
- X-(Atp
- \V<p\2)(X,Y).
The operator B(<p) is a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor, and the final term has been
chosen to make the trace vanish with respect to g. We will always associate
B(cp) to a conformai metric g = e2ipg and we call it the Schwarzian tensor. In
particular, if g arises as the pull back of a Riemannian metric by a conformai
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diffeomorphism, or immersion, /: (M, g) —>(M', g') so that <p= log|V/|,
we define the Schwarzian tensor to be S(f) = Sg(f) = Bg((p).
At first observation, we have
Lemma 2.1. // / : D -» D is a holomorphic function where D is a domain in

S2 and f'¿0,

then
f

( ReS(/)

*U)-\-lmS(f)

-ImS(/)\

-ReS(/)j

Then we obtain
Proposition 2.2. If f is a holomorphic function, then S(f) = 0 and f'(z)
if and only if f is a Möbius transformation in the usual sense.

^ 0

After we carefully study the properties of the Möbius equation, we have

Proposition 2.3. Let <p, a : M —>R be smooth functions on (M, g). Then

Bg(<p+ a) = Bg(<p)+ Bg(o)
where g-e1<fg.

Definition 2.4. Möbius transformations are conformai diffeomorphisms with
vanishing Schwarzian derivative.

Proposition 2.5. Composites and inverses of Möbius transformations are Möbius
transformations. The Möbius transformations of a Riemannian manifold (M, g)
into itself form a group Jíób (M) = ^#öb (M, g) containing the homothety
group Hty(Af) and contained in the group Coxvf(M) of conformai transformations.
Theorem 2.6. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 3 and
let g' = e2<fg be a metric conformally related to g. Let R = klg + Rß + C and
R' = k'Igi +Rß* + C be the decomposition of the Riemannian curvature tensors
of g and g', respectively. Then
(a) k' = e1,'(k - \Atp - ^\d<p\2) ;

(b) ß' = ß- B(tp);
(c) C' = C
where A<p, \dq>\2, and B(tp) are computed with respect to g.

Proof. See [11]. D
Corollary 2.7. Let (M, g) be a connected Einstein manifold of dimension n > 3

and g' = e2(pg. Then (M, g') is Einstein if and only if B(q>)- 0.
Now let us introduce spherical warped products. Let /: R —►
R be such that

(I) / is odd and of period 2T > 0,
(II) /(f)>0 when 0<t<T,

(III) /'(0) = -f'(T) = 1.

Let g be the Riemannian metric on M = S" which in the parametrization

(t,d)^(cos(nt/T),sin(nt/T)-9),

teR,

6 e Sn~[,

is given by ds2 — dt2 + f(t)2\dd\2. This metric g is smooth through the
singularities ±(1,0, ... , 0) of the parametrization. This spherical warped
product (M, g) = Sphere(/) has no new local features; near ±(1, 0, ... , 0)
it is a polar warped product, and elsewhere it is an ordinary one.
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Theorem 2.8. Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold of dimen-

sion n>2. Then either
(i) my(M)= JÍob (M); or
(ii) Hty(M) has index two in Jfob (M) ; or
(iii) M is a standard sphere.
The only instances of (ii) are certain warped products Rxf P or Sphere(/)
in which f"If is not constant.

Proof. See [11, Theorem 6.1]. D
One of the examples of the second kind of manifolds given in the OsgoodStowe's paper is the following: Let M = RxfM0 with a complete Riemannian
metric ds2 = v~2(dt2 + f2(t)ds^), where /(f) = 1/(1 +12) and v(t) = 1 +
(1/2) /0' f(s) ds is positive. Then the reflection about zero of the real line R is
a nonhomothetic Möbius transformation with respect to the metric ds2.

3. Compact Riemannian manifolds

with nonpositive Ricci curvature

We consider the Möbius equation

(3)

B(ç>)= h

where h is a given symmetric trace-free (0, 2) tensor field, and <p is an unknown smooth real-valued function.
If we set u = e~f, then (3) reduces to the following second order linear
equation (the linear equation associated to the Schwarzian derivative)

(4)

Hess(«)-Aug

= -uh.

Then we have the following
Theorem 3.1. For « > 3, let M be a compact, oriented, connected Riemannian
n-manifold without boundary and assume that the Ricci curvature is nonpositive.
Then u > 0 is a solution of the linearized Schwarzian equation (4) with h = 0
if and only if u is a positive constant.
Proof. By an easy computation, we have

(5)

xA|Vm|2 = Y uu + (Au)jUj+ RíjUíUj.
i,j

Using the equation (4), we get that £,
vious equation can be written as

(6)

1

-,

1

-A|Vm|z = -(Au)

7

¡ u2tj= (Au)2¡n . Therefore the pre-

+ (Au)¡Ui + RíjU¡Uj .

Integrating over M, notice that M has no boundary, gives that
(7)

0 = - / (Am)2+ / (A«),w, + / RíjUíUj .

n Jm

Jm

jm

Now we do integration by parts on the second term. It will give the following
(8)

0=!^/(AM)2+
n Jm

/ Rijutuj.
Jm
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Then since n > 2 and R¡jU¡Uj < 0, we have that Au = 0. Now maximum
principle gives the conclusion of the theorem, o
Let us return to the definition of the Schwarzian derivative for a moment.
Suppose / is a conformai self-mapping of a Riemannian manifold M, then

f*g = e2*g.
So

(9)

S(f) = B(<p_)
= Hess(0)-d(p®d<p--(A<f)- \d(p\2)g.

Further if S(f ) = 0, then we called / a Möbius transformation, therefore,
from the definition of Möbius transformation and the previous lemma, we have
Corollary 3.2. Let M be a compact connected Riemannian manifold with nonpositive Ricci curvature and having no boundary, then the Möbius group of M
and the Homothety group are the same.

Proof. Suppose /: (M, g) —►
(M, g) is a self-conformal mapping. We write
fg = e2(t>gand we further assume that / is a Möbius transformation. By the
definition of Möbius transformation, B((j>)= 0. If we set u = e~^, then u

satisfies
Hess(u) = -(Au) g.
By the previous theorem, we conclude that « is a positive constant or / is a

homothety. Therefore Jíób (M) c Hty(M). But by definition, the homothety
group is a subgroup of the Möbius group.

□

Corollary 3.3. Let T" be the n-dimensional torus with the flat Riemannian
metric. Then
J?ob(Tn) = my(Tn).
Corollary 3.4. Every 3-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold without
boundary has a Riemannian metric g such that Jíób(M, g) = Hty(Af, g).
Proof. By the theorem of Gao and Yau [4], for every compact 3-manifold, there
exists a Riemannian metric with nonpositive Ricci curvature. The corollary then
follows from the previous theorem. D

Remarks. 1. In the next section, we will prove that this corollary can be generalized to higher dimensional manifolds.
2. Later in this paper we will see that, in all these arguments, compactness is
a necessary assumption.

4. Compact Riemannian manifolds

with constant

scalar

curvature

We take as definition of a conformai vector field on a Riemannian manifold
(M, g) that it is a vector field X whose flow (Ç,)1€r is made up of conformai
transformations. Conformai vector fields form a Lie algebra W(M, G) where
G = [g] is the conformai class of g. For M compact, W(M, G) is the Lie
algebra of C(M, G) := Conf(M, g) because the conformai group does not
depend on the choice of metric.
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Fix a background metric g in the conformai class. Then, for any tp e

Conf(Af, g), set
9*(g)=e2ug,

for« = 2;

<p*(g)=u4/{"-2)g,

for«>3.

Using these two formulas, we define the map

an:Conf(M,g)^C°°(M)
tp^a2((p) = u,
tp i-» a„(<p) = u,

for« = 2;
for « > 3.

Then we have a natural action: Conf(M, g) acting on G by

(9, S') = (f, exp(2v)g) -» ?>*(exp(2u)g)
= exp[2(vo^

+ Q2(^))]^,

í>, g') = (ç», ^/í"-2)^)

for« = 2;

-> <p*(v^"-Vg)

= (vo(pan(<p))*l{n-2)g,

for«>3.

If we identify g' with u , it will be convenient to denote this action by D„ ,
that is: vD2tp = v o tp + a2(<p) and vUn(p = (v o çj)a„(ç») if « > 3 .
The linearized action is now given by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. // (&)/eR is the flow of a conformai vector field X on (M, g),
then, for any smooth function v (v > 0 if « > 3),
-T-(vn2c;t)\t=o = X-v + - divg X,

(io)

di
n_2 2
j-t(vn„Z,)\t^o= X-v + ^-(divg X)v ifn>3.

Proof. Suppose <p is a conformai transformation.
First note that ç>*g =
(det(ç>))2g since ?*g(X, Y) = g(<ptX, tp>Y) = (det(tp*))2g(X, 7). Then we
know, a2(<p) = log(det(ç>,))'/2 and, if « > 3, an(<p) = (det^,))'"-2)/2" . Recall

that if A = A(t) is a diagonal matrix,
^(det(A(t)))\t=0

= deXA(0) • trace (a{0)~1 £-t{A{t))\t=0

and the statement remains true if A is any diagonalizable matrix. The map on
the tangent bundle induced by any conformai transformation is diagonalizable
in normal coordinates. Therefore if (Çt)tes. is the flow of a conformai vector

field,
^(det((ç,)*))|(=o = det((<ü,).)|,=o-trace

d_
m.rWMi)*\
dC

= dwg(X).
Then we have

^(vÜ2Í/)|í=o = ¿j(v ° fi + a2(í,))|,=o = * • v + -

(=0
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Using the product rule of differentiation and (11), we also obtain the follow-

ing formula

-¡ft(vn„Çt)t=0= ¿-t((voÇt)a„{Çt))\t=0
= ¿j(v

o {,) • an(c¡t)\t=o + (vo Çt) • ^(a„(í,))|í=o

= X-v + ^-di\g(X)v
for « > 3 . D
Let g' and g be two conformally related metrics. For the questions involving scalar curvature that we are going to consider, it is convenient (and classical)
to write the conformai factor as before
( eu
for « = 2,
P= \

-LL w-2
with u > 0 for « > 3.
If sg denotes the scalar curvature of the metric g, one then has the classical
formulas (see [8] for details)

j (-2Agu + sg)e~2u

I (-4n^^8u

for n = 2,

+ SgU)u~^> for « > 3.

We are thus led to introduce the family of quasilinear differential operators
Fn on the space C°°(Af) of smooth functions defined as
F2(u) = e~2u(-2Agu + sg),

Fn(u) = u~^ï I -4-TzAgU
For any function

+ sgu J

for « > 3.

U viewed as sitting in the tangent space Tu(Coc(M)),

the

directional derivative U • Fn of F„ in the direction U is given by

(12)

(U-F2)(u) = 2e-2u(-AgU - (-2Agu +sg)U),

(13)
(U-Fn)(u) = 4^u-^(-AgU-(-^u-iAgu

+ -^sg)u),

(n>3).
Lemma 4.2. The divergence of a conformai vector field X satisfies the identity
(14)

-A,(div,

1

v

n

—Tsg div,
dxwgX + XT—rrX
—X) = —~sg

«- 1*

*

2(« - 1)

• sg,

Proof. Let X be a conformai vector field and let (Çt)teR be a one-parameter
conformai group generated by X. Then
Fn(in„é¡t) = si.{g) = Fn(l)oc¡t

= sgo¿¡,

and sg = Fn(l).
Therefore, we have

(15)

%-t(Fn(in„zt))\t=0=
(J-t(in„zt)\t*o.Ftt)(i)
= x.
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and by equation (12) and Lemma (4), we have

^(iW)h^*,x.
We know that (13)
U-Fn(u) =

d
dt

(u + tU)~& ( -4-—-Ag(w + tU) = sg(u + tU)
f=0

n + 2

_jLt2_ll.T

--U

^

«-2

+ íf_^

/

.«

-

(7-4-¡rA.lf-f-

1 .

\

JVIf

V «-2

(-4-—-AeU

/

D

+ seU

Therefore we have

(lD^-^O)

X • s g = -s*

f/f

« + 2 /_rf
t=o

-4 «-1

2A'Vrff

«

n+2

(lü„&))

/

(lD„&))+5,(^
í=0

n-2,.
.«-1.
...
„, , (n-2,
Jg
s?——
div¡, X - 4——Ag(dwg X) + sg [ —— dive X

2«

n

(!□*&)

í=0

2

= - "** dlvs * -

2(« - 1)
„

2«
...

{*£«-•*)

Ag(dlvg x)

So

—--Ag(divg

X) = X -sg + -sg di\g X.

We have obtained
-Ag(divgX)
which is the desired result.

2(«-l)

X-Sa

+

sg divg X
n- 1

D

Remark. 1. This formula is well known. This type of proof is suggested in [ 13],
but not proved there. Other proofs may be found in [7, 5].
2. This formula is also useful in studying scalar curvature problems (see [13]
and the references there).
In order to complete the proof of our next result, we need the following

theorem of Obata:
Theorem 4.3. In order for a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension « > 2
to admit a nonconstant function tp with Hess(çj) = -c2<pg, it is necessary and
sufficient that the manifold be isometric with a sphere S"(c) of radius 1/c in

the (n + \)-Euclidean space.
Proof. See [10, Theorem A]. D
Now we are in a position to prove the following
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Theorem 4.4. Let M be a compact connected oriented n-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary. If the scalar curvature of the Riemannian metric g is constant, then homogeneous Möbius equation has a nonconstant positive
solution if and only if M is isometric to some sphere.
Proof. Suppose u > 0 satisfies

(16)

Hes&(u)= -^--g.

Since V« is a conformai vector field on M, from (4), we have div(Vw)
satisfies
c

ft

-A(divVif) = —---(divVif)-i-

-z-,-T-Vu-Sg

«- 1

2(« - 1)

S

*

= —--—divVw.

«- 1

As we know that div Vif = -Aw, the previous equation can be written as

(17)

A (au +--^-ru\

=0.

By the maximum principal, we have

(18)

Ak = —^-rlf + C
n- 1
for some constant C. Take the Hessian of both sides in the previous equation
and use (16), to obtain
(19)

Hess(Aif) = —^-Hess(ii)

= —^rzg.

«- 1

«(« - 1)

Case I (if Au ^ 0 and sg > 0 ). In this case, by Obata's theorem (4.3), we have
that M is isometric to a sphere with radius -Jn(n - \)/sg .
Case II (if Aw ^ 0 and sg = 0 everywhere). Since sg = 0, by equation (18),
Au = 0 + C. M is compact and u is a smooth function, therefore C must
be zero, that is, Aw = 0. Using Bochner's lemma, we know that u has to be a
constant, which contradicts our assumption. So this case cannot happen.

Case III (if Aw ^ 0 and sg < 0 ). Since the function if is a smooth function
and M is compact, u must assume its maximum value at a point p e M. At
p, we have that Am < 0. Using equation (18),
S? -u(p)>C.

«- 1
But sg < 0, so we have

(20)

u(p) <

C(n-l)

The same argument for the minimum value of the function u gives us

(2D

liliS^l.

sg

Compare equations (20) and (21), to see that u must be a constant. This
shows that this case cannot happen, either.
Case IV (if Am= 0). It is easy to see that u is a constant in this case,

a
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Corollary 4.5. // /"//
is not constant and the function f(t) is symmetric with
respect to T/2 where 2T is period of f, then the scalar curvature of Sphere(/ )
cannot be constant.
Proof. Osgood and Stowe [11] have shown that in this special case, we have

Jfob (Sphere(/)) # Hty(Sphere(/)).

G

Corollary 4.6. Let M be a compact connected oriented n-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary, if the scalar curvature of the Riemannian metric g is constant, then either Jfôb (M) = Hty(M) or M is isometric to some
sphere.
Theorem 4.7. Any compact, oriented n-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary and « > 2 admits a complete Riemannian metric g such that

Jtöb(M,g)

= Hty(M,g).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.19 of [1] and the previous theorem.

5. Complete Riemannian manifolds

with constant

scalar

D

curvature

In this section, we really want to generalize the previous result to the complete
noncompact case. First of all, we have the following easy example.

Example. On Rn , the homogeneous Möbius equation has a lot of nonconstant
solutions. In fact, if fa,b(x) = a+b\x\2 >0, a > 0, b > 0, then it is easy to see
that Afa¡b(x) = 2bn and (fa,b)u = 2bôu . Therefore, Hess(faib)-Afa,b/nE =
0 where E is identity matrix. Of course, fa b is not constant.
Therefore, we cannot expect similar results for the complete case without
further assumptions. Since we work on complete Riemannian manifolds with
constant scalar curvature, one assumption we can put on is nonzero scalar curvature. Euclidean space does not satisfy this assumption. But that is still not
enough because we have
Example. On the standard hyperbolic space H" , the Möbius equation has a
nonconstant solution.
Proof. Here we take unit ball model with metric

ds2 =_V

i

"

dx2

where |x|2 < 1. If we set u = 1/(1 - |jc|2) , then it is easy computation to show
m satisfies the Möbius equation. D

Next we turn to the positive scalar curvature case. In that case we have the
following, the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.1. If M is a complete, connected, noncompact Riemannian manifold with positive constant scalar curvature, then the Möbius equation has only
constant solutions.
The proof will consist of several lemmas. In particular, Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5
give the proof of Theorem 5.1. First we examine warped product spaces.
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Let (Mo, dsl) be a Riemannian manifold and let R Xf M0 have metric

ds2 —dxl + f(xo) dsl ■Assume
dsl = Sijdxldx},

i, j =1,2,

... ,n,

is complete, ds2 is complete if the function f(xo) is positive on the real line
R and we will assume that ds2 is complete.
Let (xi, x2,... , x„) be a local coordinate on Af0, and t = x0 a local
coordinate on R. Then

if a = 0, ß = 0,
la.yî = { 0

if <*= 0 or ß = 0 but not both,
if a = i > 0 and ß = j > 0.

Therefore

f(t)~lgij

if a = 0, ß = 0,
ifa = 0orj3 = 0,
if a = /> 0 and )? = ;> 0.

Lemma 5.2. Lei M be R xy(i) M0 vvz'f/z
metric aj g/ve« above. Then the scalar
curvature is

(22)

fit)
fit)

R=-^ñ

2

-m+R°
fit) At)

Proof. This is a direct computation. We omit the details here.

G

Lemma 5.3. If M = R xy(í) M0 /zas constant scalar curvature, then MQ also has
constant scalar curvature.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the previous lemma. D

Lemma 5.4. If M is as in the previous lemma with positive constant scalar
curvature and if the Möbius equation on M has a nonconstant solution and
f(t) > 0 everywhere on R, then f(t) must be a constant.
Proof. M is R xy(f) Mq with metric as given above. Using the well-known

formula

r* _ i naki (2l!l + 2iiL_ d8iA
iij-i'¿g

ydXi

+ dXj

dXlj

■

We have
yj

0i

_ J (-) sj

2f(t) '

jf /

; ^ i)

and ro0 = 0 for all i.
Now suppose m > 0 is a solution of the Möbius equation and u is not a
constant. That is, u satisfies

(23)

Hess(M)= ^g.

By the above expression for the metric g, we have utt = Au/(n + 1) and
utXi =0.
By the definition of the Laplacian, Aw = utt + \lf(t)g'0]V¡VjU =
Utt+ -lf(t)AoU where A0 is a Laplacian on M~>with respect to the metric go •
Therefore, we have
_
92m
p du
0 = M<*.
= in^
ro,
dtdxi
u,dxß
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It follows that du/dt-[f'(t)/2f(t)]u
is a function only depending on time t ;
call it g(t). If we just consider m as a function of t, then we can solve the first
order ordinary differential equation. Specifically, we have u = gi(t) + g2(t)v(x)
where gl(t) = (f(t))1/2 J g(t)/[f(t)]1/2dt and g2(t) = [f(t)]1'2. Then, since

Au
n+ 1

Utt

we have
nuu =

fit)

A0(m).

Therefore

(24)

d2gx(t)

n

d2[f(t)}1'2

[f(t)]i/2 + n

(dt)-

[f(t)]l'2v(x)=Aov(x),

(dt)-

Case A. If (ö2[/(f)]1/2/(öf)2)[/(f)1/2] is not a constant, then differentiating
both sides of the above equation, we have v(x) is a constant. Therefore u only
depends on time t. Then the equation (24) implies that g\(t) + Cg2(t) = ct+d.
That is, m(î) = et + d. And m > 0 implies that c = 0. So u is a constant. It
contradicts the assumption that u is not a constant. So Case A cannot happen.

Case B. If [d2[f(t)]l/2/(dt)2](f(t))1/2
tion, this says that

f"(t)

(25)

is a constant, then by simple computa-

[f'(t)]2 = C.

2/(0

Therefore the scalar curvature is

R=

3« - «2

4
3« - «2

ft)

(26)

Pit)
fit)

f'(t)
fit)
f'(t)

3« - «2 - 2«
n"-- «

Rv

-n—^-r-A-

fit)

[fit)]2

+ C + Ro_

fit)

fit) 2/(0
fit) + Ro-Cn
fit)
fit)

fit)
fit)

+ Rv -Cn
fit)

Since R is a constant, differentiate both sides of the equation (26) with
respect to time t to obtain

0= -

n2 - n^f(t) f'(t)f(t) - [f'(t)]2

fit)

fit)
fit)

(R0- Cn)f(t)

f2it)

Pit)

n2 - n [(f(t))2/(2f(t)) + C]f(t) - [f(t)]2

Pit)

fit)
' fit)

rn2 - n C

2 f(t)

+

Ro-Cn

fit)

fit)

n2-n f2(t)

4

/2(0J

Since f(t) > 0, we have

(27)

fit)

(«2 - 3«)C + 2R0

2/(0

Ro-Cn

n2-nf'2(t)

4

/2(0

= 0.
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Hence by the continuity of fit), f(t),
Case 1. f(t)

we have

= 0 everywhere on R ; or

Case 2.
(n2-3n)C

+ 2RQ

n2 - n

2/(Ö

4

fit)
fit).

=0

on some open intervals of R.
But for Case 2, using equation (26), it is not hard to see that on such an
interval, f(t) is a constant. Of course, Case 1 implies that /(f) is a constant.
Therefore the proof of Lemma 5.4 is complete. D

Lemma 5.5. If M is a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold and the
Möbius equation has a nonconstant solution, then M = R xy-(()M0 where f(t) >
0, /(f) is not a constant and Mo is complete.
Proof. This has been done in §5 of B. Osgood and D. Stowe [11]. Since
here we only consider complete noncompact Riemannian manifold with positive constant scalar curvature, this kind of manifold cannot be a simply connected Riemannian manifold with constant section curvature. It also cannot be
Sphere(/).
D

6. The inhomogeneous

Möbius equation

on Euclidean

space

In this section, we prove the following

Proposition 6.1. On R3, let h = diz%(b\, b2, b^) with the constants b¡ satisfying b\ + b2 + b- = 0, and h j- 0. Then equation (4) has a positive solution if
and only if one of the following conditions hold:
(i) 2ôi+Ô2 = 0, b2<0;
(ii) 2b2 + b- = 0, b3<0;

(iii) 2b- + bi =0, bi<0.
Proof. In order to prove that this condition is sufficient, we only need a positive
function m which satisfies equation (4) with given « . By symmetry, it is enough
to give a function in one case. For example, for (iii), we can take

M= -7J-exp[(-3è1/2)1/2x1].
#i
Then, it is easy to see that this function satisfies equation (4) with h .
Now we start to prove that this condition is also necessary. First of all, from
equation (4), we have
,,..

(28)

d2u

,

1.

—-j + bjU= -Au

and
dxkdXj

if k-éj.
Then in order to complete the proof clearly and quickly, we need to prove

the following
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Lemma 6.2. Suppose (4) has a positive solution with h = diag(èi ,b2,b-)

and

2b¡ + bj = 0 where i / ;' and h^O, then b} < 0.
Proof (of lemma). From equations (28) and (29), we have

d3w

d(bfu) _ 1 d3u

(dXj)2dxk

dxk

3(dxk)

3•

Now we assume that /, j, k are not equal to each other. The above equation

tells us
.
1 d2u
..
b^u=3jdx-y+ñx^Xk)
and
u

-

92u

blU=3jdxtf+8iXi'Xj)Using equation (29), we have

d2f

=d2(bju)=Q

dXjdxk

dXjdxk

and
d2g

_ d2(bju)

dXjdXj

dXjdXj

= 0.

Therefore, we are able to express the functions /, g as f(Xj, xk) = f\(Xj) +
f2(xk) and g(Xi,Xj) = g\(x¡) + g2(xj) where f2 and g\ have no constant
terms. Then we have
1 f32M

(30)

bjU=17^JL-+Mxj)
3 (dXi)

+ f2iXk)

and
1 d2u
bju = - ——j + gi ixi) + g2(xj).

(31)

From equation (28), we obtain

——_ + bjU = - —^2

+ bju - /i(xj) - f2(xk) + bju-

gi (x¡) - g2(xj).

So, we have
2 Ö2m
3 (dxY ~bjU = ~-f-(*J- + ^Xk) + 8l^

(32)

+ 8-(xj)-'

2 d2u
3 (ÖJCJ2' 2bjU = ~2A(XJÏ ~~2f-iXk)

and
2 d2u - 2¿;W = -2g{(Xj) - 2g2(Xj) .
3 (dxk)2
Add these three equations together, to get
(33)

^Am - 5bjU = -3[/,(Xj) + f2(xk) + g- (x,) + g2(x¡)).

XINGWANG XU
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Therefore, by equation (32),
d2u

(dx¡)

2 + hu = 3bju + btu - ifi(xj) - 3f2(xk)

= (3bj + b¡)u - 3[f(Xj) + f2(xk)],
and, on the other hand, by equation (28) and equation (33)

d2u

5

3

——2 + btU = -rbjU - -r[f(Xj) + f2(Xk) + gi(Xj) + g2(Xj)].

Therefore, we have

(--bj + bAu = --[fi(Xj) + f2(xk) - gi(Xi) - g2(Xj)].
Since 2bi + bj = 0 and f2, g\ have no constant terms, f\(x¡) - g2(x¡) = 0

and f2(xk) = 0; and gi(x¡) = 0.
Then equation (31) and equation (30) become
1 92u

(34)
and

1 d2u
3(dxt)2

..

bJu=*7äZTü +fixj)

,

(35)
~J"
respectively.
Using equation (34) and equation (29), we have --^0- = 0.
By equation (35) b¡u = f(Xj) = g2(Xj). So using equation (28),

d2Mxj) .h r
_\d2f(Xj)
~(dx~)^ + DjMXj)~3
(dxj)2 ■
That is,

w

fw+Vl(x')=0-

Equation (36) has a positive solution everywhere if and only if bj < 0.
Because when b¡ > 0, the general solutions of equation (36) have the form
1/2

fi(xj) = Cisin i^bjj

Xj +c2cos

l^-bj

This function cannot be positive everywhere. Even though we can add a
constant to f\(Xj), in order that the function is a solution of equation (4), this
constant must be zero since bj ^0. This completes the proof of the lemma. □

Proof of the proposition (continued). Now let us fix j = 1 in equation (28).
Using equation (29), we have

d(M)
dx2

19(Am)
3 dx2

ö3m
3(dx2y

or

(37)

b\u =

d2u

3(dx2)-

+ f(x\, X-).
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Similarly, we have
(38)

bxu =

d2u

2 +g(x{,x2)

where f(x\, x~) and g(x\, x2) are arbitrary functions which only depend on
xi, x- and X\, x2 respectively. From equations (37) and (38), we have
f(Xi , X3) = f(Xi)

+ /2(x3),

g(Xi , X2) = gi(Xi) + g2(x2)

where, in addition, we are able to assume that f2 and g2 do not have any
constant terms. Therefore,

(39)

blU = J^-1

+ fl(Xl) + f2(x,)

and
(40)

d2u

b{u=

+ gi(xi) + g2(x2).

Using equations (28), (39) and (40)
d2u
i.
A«
d2u
,
.. ,
+
M
=
-T
=
,/a~
N7
+M-Z(-*l)-/2(*3)
(djc,)2
'
3
3(dxi)2

.,

.

,
. ,
,
+ M-gl(-Xl)-,g2(*2)-

That is
2f92M

(41)

3(dxx)2 ~ blU = ~[f^

+ •/2(X3)+ 8l^

+ ^(x2)]-

Equations (39) and (40) are equivalent to
2d2M

(42)

T7^2-2blu
3(dx2)

= -2[f(xl)

+ f2(x-)]

and
2(32m

(43)

^rW
3(3x3) - 26i"=-2^i

(^O + ft^)].

Add (41), (42), (43) together to obtain
(44)

Am-2^

= -2[/i(*i)

+ /2(*3) + gi(xi) + g2(x2)]-

On the one hand, from (39)
<92M

(dx )2 + b2u = 3biu + b2u - 3[/i(xi) + f2(x3)]

= (3bl+b2)u-3[f(xl)
On the other hand, from (28) and (44)
(46)

^^2

+ b2u = -^-

- -[/,(*,)

+ f2(xi)].

+ f2(x3) + gi(Xi) + g2(x2)].

From equations (45), (46)
(47)

(bx + 2b2)u = 3[/,(x.) +/2(x3) - gi(xi) - g2(x2)].

,
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Similarly, we have
(48)

(/>, + 2b3)u = 3[gi(xi) + g2(x2) - /,(x,) - /2(x3)].

Case I. b\ + 2/>3= 0. In this case, we can invoke the previous lemma to see

that b\ < 0.
CaseII. bi + 2bi ^ 0. In this case, we have b\-v2b2 =¿0, since b\ +b2+b3 = 0.
Therefore, by equation (47)
3[/l(Si)

+ /2(x3)

- gl(Xi)

- g2(x2)]

ôi + 2b2
For this function u, use equation (28) with j = 1 to obtain

2[(/i)"(x,) - (gi)"(*i)] + 3Ô,[/,(x,) - *,(>,)]
- (/2)"(x3) + 3ô!/2(x3) + (g2)"(x2) - 3big2(x2) = 0.

Thus we can assume that

2[(gi)"(xl) - (/,)"(*,)] + 3M*,(*i) - /i(*i)l = cx
and
(49)

3big2(x2) = (g2)"(x2) + c2

and
(50)

3è,/2(x3) = (/2)"(x3) + c3

where c\ - c2 + c3 = 0 and c\, c2, c3 are constants.
Using equation (28) with j = 2, we have
(51)

2(s2)"(x2)

+ 3è2g2(x2) = c4.

Then equations (49) and (51) show us that

(52)

{2bx+b2)g2(x2) = C-^^-

which implies that g2 = constant. By assumption, the constant must be zero.
Using the same argument on f2, we get f2 = 0.

Therefore,
3[/(xi)-g1(xi)]

b\ + 2b2
From (28) with j = 2 and 7 = 3 respectively, we have

3Wi(*i)-gi(*i)] = l/i(*i)-gi(*i)]"
ôi + 2Z>2

b\ + 2/>2

and

3*>3[/i(*i)- gi(*i)] ^ l/i(*i) - gi(xi)]"
b{ + 2b2
b\ + 2b2
Then either ¿>2= è3 or gi(xi) = /i(xi). The first case cannot happen, for
otherwise, b\ + 2Z>3= 0 which contradicts the hypothesis that b\ + 2f>3^ 0.
The second case also cannot happen since it would imply that u = 0.

D
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